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Abstract—In this paper, the design of Irregular Repeat Ac-
cumulate (IRA) Codes for Interleave-Division Multiple-Access
(IDMA)-based multi-pair bidirectional relaying systems is pre-
sented. Bidirectional relaying allows to efficiently cope with the
loss in spectral efficiency that is inherent to relaying systems
due to the half-duplex constraint. However, as soon as multiple
communication pairs use one common relay for communication,
the question of medium access arises. Since orthogonal medium
access schemes again introduce a rate loss to the system, non-
orthogonal medium access based on IDMA is proposed. Further,
in order to optimize the IDMA-based system regarding spectral
efficiency, IRA codes are applied which allow for a highly flexible
code design. This paper gives a description of the general code
design process based on EXIT-analysis. Moreover, some design
examples are given and the resulting systems are compared
to conventionally coded IDMA systems based on convolutional
codes.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Relaying has been an extensively investigated research topic
over the last decades as it allows to cope with path-loss
and fading in mobile radio systems. The main drawback
of relaying, however, is the loss in spectral efficiency due
to the half-duplex constraint. To overcome this drawback,
bidirectional relaying has been investigated consideringboth
transmission directions between two nodes jointly. Applying
techniques like physical layer network coding (PLNC) [1] in
the first phase, where both nodes transmit to the relay, and
network coding (NC) [2] [3] in the second phase, where the
relay boadcasts to both nodes, the overall number of required
transmission slots is reduced and, thus, the spectral efficiency
is increased.

As soon as one relay supports multiple communication
pairs, the question of medium access arises. In the literature
usually orthogonal medium access is assumed during both
transmission phases. This, however, introduces a significant
control signaling overhead, especially in larger networks. For
heterogenous networks with asymmetric rate requirements,
this overhead might increase even more. To this end, it
seems resonable to combine bidirectional relaying with non-
orthogonal medium access. A first approach to use common
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Fig. 1. Topology of the considered multi-pair bidirectional relaying system
with K communication pairs and one common relayR.

CDMA for this purpose has been presented in [4]. Here, both
nodes of one communication pair use the same spreading
sequence allowing the relay to estimate both messages jointly.
Another non-orthogonal access scheme which adopts many
advantages of CDMA is Interleave-Division Multiple-Access
(IDMA) [5]. In contrast to CDMA, for IDMA channel coding
and spectral spreading are combined, devoting the complete
bandwidth expansion to coding. The only means to destinguish
the different users are user specific interleavers. IDMA has
been shown to clearly outperform CDMA under practical
considerations in terms of performance and complexity in [6].
This is especially true for overloaded systems which have to
be considered when aiming at high spectral efficiencies.

One of the most important aspects of IDMA is the applied
low-rate channel code. A very common choice is the serial
concatenation of a convolutional code and a repetition code
as a compromise between error correcting capabilities and
decoding complexity. However, as can be shown by EXIT-
analysis [7] there is usually still a significant rate loss for
this code combination. Thus, in order to optimize the system
throughput, the channel code should be thoroughly designed
for the particular working point. A suitable class of highly
flexible codes with a low encoding and a moderate decoding
complexity are Irregular Repeat Accumulate (IRA) codes [8].
These codes have firstly been applied to iterative detection
schemes in [9] where IRA codes were designed in the context
of a MIMO system.

In this paper, we apply IRA codes to multi-pair bidirectional
relaying systems based on IDMA. We describe the principal
design process and give concrete design examples. As will
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Fig. 2. Transmitter chain at sourcei consisting ofMMAC
i

IRA channel
encodersCIRA , source and layer specific interleaversΠi,m and symbol
mappers.

be shown by Monte-Carlo simulations and EXIT-analysis, the
proposed IRA coded IDMA system outperforms a convention-
ally coded IDMA system in terms of throughput.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
Sec. II the system model is presented. Sec. III describes the
principle IRA code design process. In Sec. IV a concrete
design example is given and compared to an IDMA system
based on convolutional codes. Finally, Sec. V concludes the
paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Overview

A topology as depicted in Fig. 1 is considered.K communi-
cation pairs communicate simultaneously, aided by a common
relay R. Only the nodesAk andBk within one pairk are
interested in each others messages, i.e.,Ak is interested in the
message ofBk andBk is interested in the message ofAk.
The channel between nodei, i ∈ {A1, B1, · · · , AK , BK}
and R is given by hi = d

−ǫ/2
i where di is the distance

between nodei and R and ǫ is the path-loss exponent.
Furthermore, each receiving node experiences complex-valued
additive white gaussian noise (AWGN)n of powerσ2

n . Due
to the half-duplex constraint, the transmission time can be
divided into two transmission phases. In theMultiple Access
Phase (MAC), all 2K sources simultaneously broadcast their
information to the relay and in theBroadcast Phase (BC), the
relay simultaneously forwards the processed information to all
2K nodesi.

B. Multiple Access Phase (MAC)

In the MAC phase, all2K nodesi simultaneously transmit
their messages to the relayR applying Multi-Layer Interleave-
Division Multiple-Access (ML-IDMA) [5] [10]. Each nodei
transmitsMMAC

i layers in parallel. For a fixed code rate, the
number of layers directly determines the data rate of node
i. The transmitter structure of nodei is depicted in Fig. 2.
The MMAC

i binary information sequencesbi,m ∈ F
Nb
2 , 1 ≤

m ≤MMAC
i of lengthNb are encoded with the same Irregular

Repeat Accumulate (IRA) code of rateRMAC
c consisting of an

outer irregular repetition codeCRep and an inner accumulator
CAcc. The code is also the same for all nodesi. The resulting

binary code sequencesci,m ∈ F
NMAC

c
2 of length NMAC

c are
interleaved by node and layer specific interleaversΠi,m. The
interleaved code sequencesc′i,m are mapped to the BPSK
alphabetA = {+1,−1}. Finally, all symbol sequences are
scaled by a layer specific factorpi,m ∈ C and multiplexed,
resulting in the transmit sequencexi ∈ CN

MAC
x of nodei as

xi =

MMAC
i
∑

m=1

pi,m xi,m . (1)

The scaling factorpi,m consists of a layer specific amplitude
factorαi,m and layer specific phase factorφi,m as

pi,m =
√
αi,m e

jφi,m . (2)

It is chosen such that the overall power constraintPi of node
i is met and all layers of nodei are uniformly distributed
on the unit circle. The latter aims at minimizing the inter-
layer interference [10]. Furthermore, a node specific random
phase factorψi ∈ [−π

2 ,
π
2 ) is introduced in order to reduce

the interference among different nodes. The scaling factorthen
reads

pi,m =

√

Pi

MMAC
i

e
j

(

m−1

MMAC
i

π+ψi

)

. (3)

The transmit signalsxi from all nodes are broadcast simul-
taneously to the relay resulting in the received signalyR atR
as

yR =
∑

i

hixi + nR, (4)

wherehi is the channel coefficient from nodei to R andnR

is additive white gaussian noise of powerσ2
n . In total, the

received signal consists ofMMAC =
∑2K

i=1M
MAC
i layers. The

goal at the relay is to recover all information sequencesbi,m
from all nodes. Note that it is not sufficient to recover the code
sequencesci,m as a different IRA code will be applied in the
broadcast phase. The receiver chain of the relay is given in
Fig. 3. It consists of a soft Interference Cancellation (sIC) and
MMAC layer-specific A-Posteriori-Probability (APP) decoding
branches. Due to clearness only the decoding branch for an
arbitrary layerm of nodei is depicted in the figure.

For the sIC different strategies are possible. The optimal
sIC follows the Maximum A-Posteriori-Probability (MAP)
criterion as described in [11]. The MAP detector delivers Log-
Likelihood Ratios (LLRs)LIC

ci,m of the code bits of all layers
as

LIC
ci,m(l) = log

(
∑

ci,m(l)=0 p(y(l)|c(l))Πi,m̄P(ci,m̄(l))
∑

ci,m(l)=1 p(y(l)|c(l))Πi,m̄P(ci,m̄(l))

)

,

(5)
wherel denotes thel-th bit andi, m̄ means every but them-th
layer of nodei. Eq. (5) has to be carried out for every code
bit ci,m(l) across allMMAC layers and is, thus, very complex
even for a reasonable number of nodes and layers.
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Fig. 3. Receiver chain at the relay consisting of soft interference cancellation
(sIC) andMMAC parallel layer specific decoding branches each consisting of
convolutional decoder (DAcc) and repetition decoder (DRep). Shown is only
a single decoding branch.

A different strategy for the sIC is the so-called soft-RAKE
(SR) detection [5]. The main simplification compared to
the MAP-detection is the assumption that sufficiently many
layers are transmitted and, hence, the multi-layer interference
can be assumed to be gaussian distributed according to the
central limit theorem. This assumption significantly reduces
the detection complexity. For a detailed description of thesoft-
RAKE detection refer to [5]. In the following, both strategies
are considered and compared to each other.

After sIC the LLRsLIC
ci,m of the code bits are fed to the

channel decoder which consists of a decoderDAcc for the
accumulator, carried out as convolutional decoder based onthe
BCJR algorithm [12], and a decoder for the irregular repetition
codeDRep. The overall detection and decoding procedure is
described in detail in Sec. III-B. Finally, the decoding process
delivers LLRsLbi,m

of the information sequencesbi,m.

C. Broadcast Phase (BC)

In the BC phase the hard estimated source messagesb̂i,m =
Q
(

Lbi,m

)

are combined in order to reduce the load on the
second hop. Adopting the idea of network coding (NC) the
m-th layers of the two nodesAk andBk within a pairk are
combined as

bR
k,m = b̂Ak,m ⊕ b̂Bk,m . (6)

For symmetric rate requirements within a pair, i.e.,MMAC
Ak

=
MMAC
Bk

this leads toMBC
k =MMAC

Ak
=MMAC

Bk
relay layers per

pair k for the BC phase. For asymmetric rate requirements,
i.e.,MMAC

Ak
6=MMAC

Bk
, the remaining layers are not combined,

leading toMBC
k = max

{

MMAC
Ak

,MMAC
Bk

}

relay layers per pair
k.

The MBC =
∑K

k=1M
BC
k relay layers of all pairsk are

processed similar to the source processing, i.e., they are
encoded with a second IRA code of rateRBC

c leading to the

code messagescR
k,m ∈ F

NBC
c

2 . They are interleaved by a layer
and source pair specific interleaverΠR

k,m, mapped to the BPSK
alphabetA and scaled by a layer specific factorpR

k,m to ensure
the overall power contraintPR of the relay and a uniform phase

distribution on the unit circle, i.e.,pR
k,m =

√

PR
MBC e

jm−1

MBC π. The
later again ensures minimal inter-layer interference. Finally, all

layers are summed up, resulting in the relay transmit signal
xR

xR =

K
∑

k=1

MBC
k
∑

m=1

pR
k,m xk,m (7)

and broadcast to all nodes. The received signal at nodei is
then given by

yi = hixR + ni . (8)

Now, at nodei an iterative detection process similar to
the detection process at the relay is invoked delivering hard
estimatesb̂R

k,m of the relay messagesbR
k,m. The desired

information is then recovered by substracting the known own
informationbi,m in the gallois fieldF2, i.e.,

b̂Ak,m = b̂R
k,m ⊕ bBk,m (9a)

b̂Bk,m = b̂R
k,m ⊕ bAk,m (9b)

at nodeBk andAk, respectively. For asymmetric rate require-
ments the layers without network coding obviously directly
deliver the desired information.

III. SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION

A. Overview

Under the assumption of error-free transmission, the max-
imum spectral efficiencyηmax of the overall transmission is
given by

ηmax =MMACRMAC
c

TMAC

TMAC + TBC
(10)

whereTMAC andTBC are the durations of MAC and BC phase,
respectively. Since the number of information bits per layer
Nb is the same in both phases, the durations of both phases
only depend on the code ratesRMAC

c andRBC
c . Eq. (10) can,

therefore, be written as

ηmax =MMAC RMAC
c RBC

c

RMAC
c +RBC

c
. (11)

Thus, aiming at a high spectral efficiency, thorough design
of the channel codes is essential. This section illustratesthe
principal design process of the IRA code in the context of
the considered multi-pair bidirectional relaying system.The
goal of this design process is to find weighting factors for
the different component repetition codes in order to achieve
convergence at the desired working point.

Principally, the design process consists of two parts. First,
the transfer characteristic of the inner detection loop consisting
of sIC and convolutional decoderDAcc has to be determined.
Since the characteristic of both components cannot be de-
scribed analytically, it has to be evaluated numerically [9].
The same clearly holds also for the combination of both com-
ponents. The second part is the optimization of the component
repetition codes to fit the characteristic of the inner detection
loop determined in the first phase. Due to the network coding
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Fig. 4. Transfer characteristic of the inner detection loopfor 2K = 4 nodes
with Pi = 1 and different numbers of layers per nodeMi at 1/σ2

n = 0 dB.
Nit,i = 3 inner iterations between detector and accumulator for MAP;Nit,i =

5 inner iterations for soft-RAKE (SR).

at the relay, the load in the BC phase is usually lower than
the load in the MAC phase. Therefore, code design should be
performed separately for both phases.

B. Code Design

1) EXIT-analysis of inner loop: The inner detection loop
consists of sIC and convolutional decoder based on the BCJR
algorithm. Since the transfer characteristics of both compo-
nents cannot be described in analytical form, they have to
be determined numerically. The transfer function T [7] of the
inner loop, which describes the relation between the a-priori
mutual informationIsICAcc

A from the outer irregular repetition
code and the extrinsic mutual informationIsICAcc

E , is given by

IsICAcc
E = T

(

IsICAcc
A ,MMAC, {Pi} , σ2

n

)

, 0 ≤ IsICAcc
A ≤ 1 .

(12)
It depends on the working point of the system, i.e., the overall
number of transmitted layersMMAC, the transmit powers of
all nodes{Pi} and the noise varianceσ2

n .
Fig. 4 exemplarily shows the transfer characteristics for the

inner detection loop for MAP as well as for SR detection.
For the MAP-based detection loopN in

It = 3 inner iterations
and for the SR-based detectionN in

It = 5 inner iterations were
performed, as the latter usually requires more iterations to
converge. Additional iterations do not improve the perfor-
mance any further. As can be seen in the figure, the MAP
detection leads to a slighly better performance than the soft-
RAKE detection for a small number of transmitted layers
(MMAC

i = 1). This is due to the inherent assumption for the
SR detection, that all multi-layer interference is approximately
gaussian distributed and, hence, is modelled as such. For a
small number of layers this assumption clearly is not true,
leading to the observed performance loss compared to the
MAP detection. For higher numbers of layers, however, both
detectors lead to almost the same performance. Since the com-
putational complexity of the SR is much lower compared to the
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complexity of the MAP detector, the following investigations
will be done based on SR detection.

2) Adaptation of outer code: The outer code is an irregular
repetition code, i.e., a mixture of component repetition codes.
The transfer characteristic of each component code as well
as the code mixture can be described in analytical form. The
transfer characteristic of a repetition code of rateRc = 1

ρ is
given as

IRep
E,ρ = Tρ

(

IRep
A,ρ , ρ

)

= J
(

(ρ− 1)J -1
(

IRep
A,ρ

))

, (13)

where

J (ν) =
(

1− 2−1.0605ν0.8935
)1.1064

(14a)

J -1(ν) =
(

−1/1.0605 log2(1 − ν
1/1.1064)

)1/0.8935

(14b)

denote the J-function and its inverse. The transfer characteristic
of the code mixture is then given as

IRep
E =

ρmax
∑

ρ=ρmin

wρI
Rep
E,ρ , (15)

where 0 ≤ wρ ≤ 1 is the weight of the repetition code of
rateRc = 1

ρ in the mixture. The goal is now to match the

transfer characteristicIRep
E of the irregular repetition code to

match the characteristicIsICAcc
A of the inner block by adapting

the weightswρ, i.e,

[wρmin , ..., wρmax] = argmin
{

IRep
E − IsICAcc

A +∆
}

(16a)

s.t.
ρmax
∑

ρ=ρmin

wρ = 1 (16b)

IRep
E > IsICAcc

A , (16c)
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where∆ is the minimal allowed gap between both transfer
curves and mainly determines the number of required itera-
tions to achieve convergence.

Fig. 5 illustrates the code adaption. The red curve sICAcc
exemplarily denotes the transfer characteristic of the inner
block forMMAC

i = 3 layers per nodei, which was determined
numerically in Fig. 4. The green curves represent the transfer
characteristics of the repetition codes of ratesRc = 1

ρ for
2 ≤ ρ ≤ 20. The blue curve RepOpt shows the transfer
characteristic of the resulting optimized irregular repetition
code for ρmin = 2 and ρmax = 20 and ∆ = 10−2 after
numerical evaluation of eq. (16a).

The code rate of the resulting irregular repetition code is
then given as the sum of the code rates of the component
codes weighted by the corresponding weighting factors as

Rc =

ρmax
∑

ρ=ρmin

wρ
ρ
. (17)

Since the accumulator is a rate one code, (17) is also the code
rate of the overall IRA code.

IV. D ESIGN EXAMPLE

In the following, the two IRA codes for MAC and BC phase
for a system with2K = 4 nodes and one common relay as
depicted in Fig. 1 are designed. All nodes have the same power
constraintPi = 1 and the same distancedi = 1 to the relay.
The transmit power of the relay is set toPR = 4. Furthermore,
all nodes have the same rate requirements and, therefore,
should transmit the same number of layersMMAC

i . Thus, the
overall number of layers in the MAC phase is restricted to
MMAC ∈ {4, 8, 12, 16, ...} and the corresponding number of
layers in the BC phase is restricted toMBC ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8, ...}.
All layers of one source equally share the source’s transmit
power. In order to achieve a fair comparison to a conventional
code combination for IDMA, i.e., a serial concatenation of a
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convolutional code and a repetition code, the working point
is set to1/σ2

n = 5 dB and the number of layers per source is
set toMMAC

i = 4. At this point the combination of the non-
systematic, non-recursive(5; 7)8 convolutional code of rate
Rc,Conv = 1/2 and the repetition code of rateRc,Rep = 1/3
converge as can be seen in Fig. 7. The frame length is set to
NMAC

c = 104 code bits. In the BC phase the code rate of the
repetition code is increased toRc,Rep= 1/2 as the number of
layers is reduced due to network coding.

Fig. 6 depicts the transfer characteristic of the inner loop
(sICAcc) consisting of SR detector and convolutional decoder
for the given working point for overallMMAC = 16 layers
(MAC phase) andMBC = 8 layers (BC phase). In totalN in

It =
5 inner iterations between SR detector and convolutional
decoder were performed. Also given are transfer characteristics
of the optimized irregular repetition codes (RepOpt) for both
phases. Note that there is still a significant gap between
the corresponding transfer characteristics as the goal of the
optimization was to achieve convergence with a resonable
amount of iterations. For both systems, i.e., the IRA coded
system as well as the convolutionally coded IDMA system
the number of (outer) iterations was set toNout

It = 25.
In Fig. 7 on the left hand side the average bit error rate

BER at the relay as well as the average frame error rate FER
at the receiving nodes for both code combinations are given.
As can be seen from the BER, convergence for the IRA coded
system starts around1/σ2

n = 4 dB, approximately1 dB before
the working point. This is mainly due to the rather conservative
code design. The conversion for the convolutionally coded
system starts around1/σ2

n = 5 dB. Although the IRA code
leads to a steeper slope in the waterfall region compared to the
convolutional code, it shows the typical error floor behaviour
below BER= 10−4 which leads to an only moderate decrease
in FER.

Under the assumption of a selective repeat hybrid ARQ



protocol the throughputη is given depending on the frame
error rate FER as

η =MMAC RMAC
c RBC

c

RMAC
c + RBC

c
(1− FER) . (18)

On the right hand side of Fig. 7 the throughputη is plotted
for both systems. Despite the moderate decrease in FER the
IRA coded system clearly outperforms the convolutionally
coded system due to the higher code rates during both
transmission phases. The IRA system achieves an increase in
throughput of approximately0.2 bit/s/Hz for the given scenario
and working point. In the final paper, another design example
focussing on asymmetric rate requirements will be given.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we designed Irregular Repeat Accumulate
(IRA) codes for IDMA-based bidirectional relaying systems.
We presented the principle design process and gave a concrete
design example. As was shown by numerical evaluations, the
IRA coded system clearly outperformed the conventionally
coded IDMA system based on convolutional codes in terms of
throughput. In the final paper we will present further design
examples focussing on asymmetric rate requirements.
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